Delta II

Double sided Laser imageable film positive

Simply - from the printer to the printer
Delta

Double sided Laser imageable film positive

A simple and effective film positive system, which can be imaged on either side with any standard laser printer or photocopier.

The special double sided matt finish maximises the UV density of the imaged areas and reduces static finger marks. The dimensionally stable polyester base means Delta II is not adversely affected by the heat fuser in the laser printer.

Delta II requires no post chemical processing and is highly versatile; designed for use as a film positive for exposure to photostencil systems in the screen printing industry, and to printing plates in the lithographic industry.

Key Features

- Output from all standard laser printers
- Matt finish
- Anti-static coating
- Dimensionally stable
- No chemical processing
- Computer to film positive in less than 1 minute
- Can be used for screen printing or offset plates

Delta II is available in A3 & A4 sizes.
100 sheets per pack.
Please contact MacDermid Autotype or your regular dealer to order.

It takes more than innovation, high performance products and superior technical service to help our customers compete and win in today's global market place. It takes a total commitment to understand their needs and the ability to provide the right solutions – every time.

The information and recommendations contained in the Company’s literature or elsewhere are based on knowledge at the time of printing and are believed to be accurate. Whilst such details are printed in good faith they are intended to be a guide only and shall not bind the Company. Due to constant development, customers are urged to obtain up-to-date technical information from representatives of the Company and not to rely exclusively on printed material. Customers are reminded of the importance of obtaining and complying with the instructions for the handling and use of chemicals and materials supplied as the Company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or injury caused through non-compliance.
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